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Re Topic 9.4 Significant Trees- T777 European Beech - 416 Ilam Road

As neighbours we are drastically affected by the location of the above tree on our north west boundary.
The existing tree poses a health and safety threat to our property. Despite numerous attempts around tree maintenance from professionals, branches frequently fall from
the tree either damaging property and or potential threat to human life, in particular young children. The garage and parking area in front is no longer used for the
storage of motor vehicles due to the threat of large branches falling from the tree. The trees roots have caused uneven flooring in the garage.

The impact the tree has on our  lifestyle throughout the year is severe. Action required by us constantly throughout the year to ensure that our grounds are safe and
liveable.

The size of the tree limits the ability to access sufficient sunlight during winter, particularly in late afternoon and evening when passive solar gain is required to provide
warmth to the house. Extra heating is required to warm the house and thus this act in itself falls contrary to the broader ‘energy saving’ campaigns promoted by
government.

Leaf drop is a major issue for us during the winter as the waxy leaves require raking and disposing of, as they do not break down and therefore cannot be composted
and made use of. If left they kill off the lawn and provide coverage for detrimental bugs.

The prolific crop of prickly beech nuts also requires gathering and and disposing of, as the back garden becomes untenable as a play area for children and pets. The
constant dropping of nuts interferes with sleep, as these nuts fall on an iron garage roof, then requiring on-going maintenance as they remain on branches for lengthy
amounts of time.

Throughout the summer the density of the foliage, combined with the height and large horizontal branches ensures that our large back garden is permanently in shade,
losing the sun at approximately 2:15. We glimpse it again as it sets in the west- no outdoor clothes drying/dining/entertaining for us and no benefits in having a family
sized section, as it too shaded and cool to use. Upon entering the back garden there is a dramatic climate change.

The loss of amenity is significant and far outweighs the benefits that the city would gain from keeping the tree listed.

This European Beech is a large landscaping tree which is suited to a park or expansive area, not a suburban garden, where the original owner planted a tree, without
any idea of the size it would grow to and another neighbour, with the tree on her south west boundary, unaffected by its growth, thought it should be listed as a
protected tree. Needless to say these residents are no longer around.

Overall I do not believe that the tree allows for the social and economic wellbeing for us as the residents at 103 Bryndwr Road and or surrounding residents.

Yours faithfully
Chris Rae
owner of property at 103 Bryndwr Road
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